
QUESTIONS 

VERY SHORT ANSWER. QUESTl:ONS (I Mark) 

1. What are ground wav,es?

2. What are the two basic modes of oommiunication?

3. On what factors does the maximum coverage I' ange of ground wave

communication depend?

4. What is a base band signal?

5. What is the least size of an antenna required tor adiate a siginall of

wavelength 7,.,?

6. Why do we use high frequencies for transmission?

7. Why is ionisatilon low near the earth and high far away from the earth?

8. Define the modulation index.

9. Wlhat should be the length of dipole antenna for a carrier wave of frequency

2: x 106 Hz?
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10. Why is the transmission of signals using1 ground wave communicat1ion

restricted to a frequency of 1500 kHz?

11. What is meant by tranducer? Give one· example of a h-ansducer.

12. A. T.V. tra.nsmiUing antenna is 81m tall. How muclh service area can it oover

if the receiving a.ntenna. is at ground level?

13. What is attenuation?

14. Why are repeaters used in c-0mmunioation?'

15. What is. the significane of modulation index? What is its range?

Ans : Modulation index deter mines the strength and quallity of the

transmitted signal. High modulation index ensures better quality and better

strength. Its range is 0 to 1 .

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (2 Ma1rks) 

1. Write two diff-erences between point to point c-0mmunIcation and broadcast
mode of communicat1ion. Give one example of each.

2. Aln audio signal of amplitude one fourth of the canrier wave, is used in

amplitude modulation. What is the modulation index?

3. What are the essential components of a communication system? Explain

wiith the help of a Block diagram.

4. Explain by a diagram, how space waves are used for Television broadcast.

5. long distance radio broadcasts use short wave bands. Why?

Ans: "fhe short waves are tihe waves of wavelength less than 20Om or

frerquency greater than 1.5 MHz. They are absorbed by the earth due to
their high frequency. These waves are reflect-ad from ionosphere. These

waves after refilection from ionosphere reach the surface of ear�h onlly at

a large distance from the place of transmission. It means attenuation is
less for short waves. It is due to this rea.son; the short waves are used in

long distance broadsca.sts.

6. What is modulation? Why do we need modullation? Give two reasons.

7. Give two reasons for using satellite for long distance T . .V. transmission.



8. Explain the propagation of sky wave in ionospheric ilayers with the help ,of
a neat, labell,ed diagram.

9. Derive an expression for maximum range of an antenna of height 'h' for
1...:0S communication.

10. Plot amplitude v/s frequency for an amplitude modulated signal.

1 i. Draw block diagram of simple· modulator to obtain amplitude modulated 
signal. 

12. It is necessary to use satellites for long distance, TV transmission. Why?

Ans : Yes, TV signals being of high frequency are not refllected by the
ionosphere. Therefore, to reflect these signals, satellites are needed. That
is why; s.atellities are used for long distance TV transmission.

13, What iis the basic diff.erence between an analog communication system 
and a digital communication system? 

Ans: An analog communication system rnake·s use of analog signails, 
which vary continuously with time. A digital cornmunircation system makes 
use of a digital! signal, which has only two valuse of votage either high or 
low. 

14. What is ground wave? Wihy short wave communication over long distance
is not possible via ground wav,es?

Ans: The amplirtude modulated radiowav:e"s having frequency 1500 kHz to
40 MHz (or wavelength between 7.5 m to 200 m) which are travelling1
directly following the surface of earth are known as ground waves .. The
short wave communication over long distance is not possible via ground
because the bending of these waves become severe round �he corners of
the objects on ear1h and henoe, their intensity falls with distance. Moreover
the ground wave transmission becomes weaker as fr,equency increases.

SHORT ANSWEIR QUES,Til:0:NS (3 MARKS) 

1. With the help of Block Diagram show how an ampllitude modullated wave
can be demodulated.

2 How an amplitude modulated wave can be produced? Gfrve the equation
of amplitude, modulated wave.



3. What is a mpllitude modulation? Derive the equation of an amplitude
modullated wave.

4. What are the different ways O·f propagation of radiowaves? Expllain briefly.

5. Draw block diagram for a :

{a) Tiansmitter 

{b) Receiver 

6. Write the band width of the following :

{1) Telephonic communication 

{2) Video signal 

{3) TV sig1nal

7. Explaii11 the following terms :

{1) Ground waves 

{2) Space waves 

{3) Sky wav,es 

Soll: (i} At low frequencies (v < 2MHz), radio-waves radiated by antenna 
travel directly following the surface of earth and are known as ground 
waves. r (v < 2MHz} (About tlhis frequency, it weakens rapidly)] 

{ii) Frequercies ranging from 100-200 MHz penetrate ionosphere and hence 
can only be transmitted by using line-of�sight antenna or satellites, are 
known as space wave propagation. 

{iii) Frequencies between 2-20 MHz are reflected by the ionosphere and 
known as sky waves ,(or ionospheric propagation) 

8. What does 'lOS communciation1 mean? Name the types of waves that are
used for this communication.Give typical ,examples, with the help of suitable
figure, of communication systems that use spaoe mode propagation.

Soll: Mode of radiowave propagation by space wavss, in which the wave
travells in a stra·g1ht line from transmittlng antenna to the receMng antenna,
is called line-of-sigh.f (lOS) communication. Two types of waves that are
used for LOS communica:tion are: Space wave and Ground wave. At
frequiencies above 40 MHz, LOS communication is essenrt1lally l imited to
line-of-sight paths.
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Various prop.agation modes for EMW 




